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KTM completely transformed the Duke for , turning it from merely a good low-capacity naked, to
the best machine in the entire A2 licence category. Giving the bike its first major updates since
its inception in , the version offers an unparalleled level of fun, quality and performance for its
size. Gone is the slightly lack lustre quality and styling and in its wake comes a 5. Claimed dry
weight is just kg dry, meaning its 44bhp single-cylinder engine has more than enough poke to
achieve a decent level of performance. At the front, the new non-adjustable WP forks are well
damped and the four piston radial calipers bite hard, offering enough bite to inspire confidence
in the corners. For a thumpy single, the engine is impressively long-revving and remains
near-silent in traffic, but at high rpm it transforms into the snarl of a throaty crosser. Despite its
new-rider-friendly ergonomics, the is serious fun. To comply with the new stringent Euro4
emission laws, KTM have given this bike a ride-by-wire throttle and a bigger airbox. A
side-mounted exhaust also replaces the old stubby underslung unit. Once you've read this
review and our owners' reviews, you may want to join an online community to meet likeminded
people. As well as a smoother power delivery and more grunt, the new KTM Duke also has
sharper handling and more precise steering thanks to a new chassis. The steel trellis frame,
which now has a bolt-on subframe and a look-a-like lattice swingarm, has racier geometry and a
slightly more canted-forward riding position that shifts more weight on to the front end. Adding
to the sense of big-bike quality is the new WP 43mm upside down forks and single rear shock.
KTM says it makes 5. You also get a slipper clutch added to the in In June KTM issued a recall
of their and Duke motorcycles after it was found that there were some issues with the headlight.
The recall will address the issue by carrying out a software update that addresses the issue.
Only time will tell if the new Duke will be more durable than the original, which suffered some
reliability and quality issues. With a vast improvement in build quality, more expensive-feeling
components and lots of snazzy standard equipment, the Duke offers the best value for money in
the A2 licence class. When did A2 bikes get so appealing? Turn the clock back 20 years and
entry-level bikes were about as exciting as Antiques Roadshow. I rode those bikes and still
shudder now. And the verdict? There are many reasons why the Kawasaki should win this test.
Most preferred its sporty looks and it handles far better than its price suggests. The CBR feels
like a bigger bike. The KTM is tempting, fun and punchy and more. The Honda wins. As well as
new styling the fuel tank capacity is up from 11 to It also has a multi-function glass-fronted 5.
The KTM Duke is part of a range of machines to cater for riders of all levels and licences. The
KTM Duke is the learner legal version, but still has a big bike feel. Above the you find the KTM
Duke , a fully-grown version with Read what they have to say and what they like and dislike
about the bike below. Brakes fantastic, ride bit choppy on front but sure footed. Changes
direction easily gives lots of confidence on lanes but can be bumpy on front and through
handlebars. For a single pot it's brilliant, goes well bit of an animal. Keep an eye on oil levels, no
leaks but does use oil, even from dealers insufficient oil in bike, no dipstick just sight glass and
no easy to see. Be aware of dash faults condensation and fuel metering set too lean ,can cause
stalling when new, dealers have no cure and no software upgrades. As usual dealers are
expensive and confusing in regard as to what should be carried out at services. KTM are no
help as they refer you to dealers. Buying experience: Dealer , did a deal on 2. Needs to be
smoother at bottom of rev range, possible too lean to meet current regs Needs different engine
maps avaiable. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 13 images View 1 video.
View bikes for sale. Rear brake mm single disc with single-piston caliper. Warranty term -.
Model history KTM first launched the Duke in The cc single-cylinder A2-licence-friendly machine
is an overnight success for KTM. Other versions The KTM Duke is part of a range of machines
to cater for riders of all levels and licences. Read more about the full KTM Duke range. Engine 5
out of 5 For a single pot it's brilliant, goes well bit of an animal. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5 As
usual dealers are expensive and confusing in regard as to what should be carried out at
services. Equipment 4 out of 5 Needs centre stand, hazards, handguards. Brakes brilliant.
Engine 4 out of 5 Needs to be smoother at bottom of rev range, possible too lean to meet
current regs Needs different engine maps avaiable. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Tappets , shims, at
expensive. Equipment 4 out of 5 No hazzards, switch gear clunky,. Medium Summary of owners'
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KTM continues to downsize the ADV experience, and the new Adventure is undoubtedly the
most attractive of its Adventure line to those new to the genre. However, the experienced rider
will also discover that good things come in small packages. Although the KTM Adventure is
off-road capable, its prowess remains road-focused, be it paved or dirt. Keep in mind that this is
not an R model. Plus, the suspension travel is less than seven inches at each end, and the curb
weight is pounds. This is a motorcycle that excels on the street, yet is still capable on the dirt.
Yes, it is an ADV motorcycle rather than a dirt bikeâ€”no surprise. Powering the Adventure is
the same muscular single used in the Duke and RC The power comes on extremely smoothly,
and without any hits in the powerband. That makes the delivery fully manageable on the dirt, as
well as persistent on pavement. Per KTM custom, the has a steel trellis frame and subframe,
along with a lattice swingarm. It all works together to give the Adventure good feel while
keeping down the weight. With The seat height is a very manageable The ergonomics are pure
scaled-down ADV. The seating position works great in all conditions, though the bars feel a tad
low when standingâ€”a purely personal preference. Transitions between sitting and standing
are occasionally interrupted by the stepped seat hitting the rider in the butt when trying to get
back for traction. Oh, and speaking of standing, the footpegsâ€”with removable rubber
insertsâ€”are excellent platforms. As a lightweight touring motorcycle, the Adventure is
impressively competent. Vibration is less than you would expect from a single, and the is fully
willing to cruise along at 70 mph with no encumbrances. Should you hit windy areas head-on, or
significant grades, the cc motor will start to struggle to maintain freeway speeds. Downshifting
is the only option, and with it comes noticeable vibration. The Adventure is a compact
motorcycle, so it sacrifices full freeway capability. The windshield helps keep the blast off the
rider, and it has two positionsâ€”but you need a T25 Torx key to move between them. Once you
find yourself on twisting back roads, the Adventure comes into its own. It is a dual-compound
tire with more grip on the shoulders, so the holds its own in corners. Handling is intuitive, and
whenever a line-change is essential due to debris on the road, the responds without hesitation.
Yet, it has no problem holding a line through a corner should that be your desire. This is a
low-fatigue travel motorcycle. The 3. Really, the range is going to vary widely, depending on
how and where the is ridden. You will probably want to stop when you transition off pavement
on the KTM Adventure. Using the no-instructions-needed five-inch TFT display and button array
on the left handlebar, you will scroll through the menu to turn off traction control and transition
to Offroad ABS front wheel only. The system will stay in Offroad ABS if you turn the power off,
but traction control resets to active when turning the key back to the on position. You will
quickly be reminded in the dirt that you are on an ADV motorcycle. Those TKC 70s that were so
great on the pavement, are just decent in the dirt. The rear tire is fine, so the front sets the limits
of confidence. Also, the wide seat is about ADV riding, not off-road performance. You will start
to notice the weightâ€”light for an ADV motorcycle, certainly, but more substantial than a

dual-sport machine. In my case, KTM installed the optional engine protection bars, so that was
one less thing to worry about. The smooth power delivery does help get the KTM Adventure
where you want it to be. Nothing happens quickly on the , and that makes it easier to plot and
execute moves. With traction control off, you can spin up the rear tire with a hard twist of the
throttle, so steering through fire road corners with the back end is front-and-center on the to-do
list. The better you get a sense of its limits, the more you can enjoy exploiting them off-road.
The fork has full damping adjustment, but spring-preload is fixed. There is no electronic
adjustment, naturally at this price, so any changes between dirt and street are time-consuming.
Going with the standard settings that work perfectly well on the street, the suspension does not
reward fast off-road riding. G-outs run through the sub-seven-inch travel, and you have to stand
up when hitting perpendicular ruts, unless you like to be jarred. The brakes work well in all
situations. The radially mounted Bybre caliper and mm disc are great for the street, yet not
overpowering in the dirt. The Bosch 9. On the pavement, it is transparent, as is the traction
control, and I was glad to have all those assistants in the rain, even though I never sensed they
were active. The rear brake works great, and you get to lock it up in Offroad ABS mode, should
the mood direct you. Happily, feel on the rear is great, so it only skids when you want it to. With
the upright seating position and some wind protection, the ergos on the Adventure are perfectly
suited to city riding. The inch front wheel and semi-long travel suspension that is just adequate
in the dirt, does a great job of minimalizing potholes and dips in the roads. The Duke excels in
the canyons thanks to its shorter suspension, inch wheels, and superior road tires. There are
plenty of nice touches to the Adventure. The KTM Adventure is a versatile motorcycle that
rewards owners who are good with boundaries. There are always compromises on ADV
motorcycles, and small-displacement motors have their limitations. KTM managed to give the
Adventure a strong pavement presence, and enough off-roadability to satisfy most of the
buyers. The balance of skills is impressive, and for everyone except the hardcore off-roader,
who will have to wait for the Adventure R, the KTM Adventure satisfies new riders and longtime
adventurists alike. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery.
Recover your password. Tuesday, February 23, Get help. Ultimate Motorcycling. April 15, He
enjoys sport bikes, cruisers, dirt bikes, touring bikes, adventure bikes, dual sport bikes, and
rideable customs. Ask Don what his favorite bike is and he will tell you, "Whatever bike I'm on.
Related Posts. Read more. The best-selling Triumph Street Twin is back with motor changes to
meet Euro 5 standards, upgraded styling, and a classy new variant. Harley-Davidson officially
unveiled Monday its all-new adventure touring motorcycles, the Pan America and Pan America
Special. The Motor Company released all the Motorcycle History. Gary Ilminen - February 22, 0.
After getting up to a fifth edition, Tourmaster has started over with the new Transition jacket.
Lacking a numberâ€”though there is a V6 on While a bit Until I started following Formula 1, I
was never a big fan of motorcycles. Weird, you might think- but there is a connection. Formula 1
introduced me to motorsports which in turn introduced me to following; Rallying, Offroading as
well as Motorcycles And MotoGP ofcourse. As long as I am travelling via roads, it makes me
very happy. At one point of time, I used to love driving over long distances. It would be just me
in the car, my thoughts, some light music and a long trip to look forward to. I used to hate
arriving at the destination because for me the journey was what I looked forward to. Arriving at
the destination meant the conclusion of the journey which was something that made me feel a
little sad. As I started travelling more and more- I found out about one more thing which I
started to despise. With a motorcycle, I could get past the toll in no time at all, stay in my mental
zone, piling on the kilometers, not having to talk to anybody and in general traversing the roads
in peace. Motorcycles also introduced me to something else which the Cars did not. While being
lost in my own thoughts, I had to ensure that my concentration stayed on the jagged edge
because road surfaces changed constantly as did grip levels. Ofcourse, there is the clear and
present danger of the car drivers who do not really care a lot about motorcycles or the riders
riding the motorcycles. I enjoyed it. By the time I completed my journey for the day which was
usually to kilometers, I felt fresh and drained at the same time mentally. It is difficult to explain
but I liked it! My journey with Motorcycles started in These two motorcycles were used solely
for commuting. The very first motorcycle which I used for touring was a Royal Enfield Electra. I
rode it for almost 50k kilometers and had an absolute blast. The motorcycle introduced me to all
the good things in life as well as all the bad things in life too. It gave me a sense of perspective;
how to thump along at 75 kilometeres per hour lost in thoughts contemplating over life and how
you fit in. However, the motorcycle also gave me strict lessons in terms of its limitations when I
tried to go fast. I learnt how I need to shed weight if I want to run fast. The brakes on the Electra
taught me the importance of praying to God whenever I had to panic-brake. The ribbed front
MRF Nylogrips â€” when caught in the trucker's tarmac ripples taught me how to keep myself
calm while the the tyre would diligently keep on following the ripple on the road and refuse to

extract itself from the ripple - now matter how much i pushed or shoved. The low-end torque let
me go off-road, on trails and even on dusty jungle tracks. It was a motorcycle without many
faults but also with only a few redeeming qualities. Mostly â€” the motorcycle taught me how to
walk by myself, at my pace and keep calm. However, when you are young â€” you make a lot of
mistakes. You let go of things because you think you want something â€” which you feel is
better. So â€” now comes the short story of how I made my mind believe that I need something
better, something faster, something more accurate, something with more character, something
more spunky and something which would make me much more Instagram-esque I always
believed that the Electra did everything for me except for speed. I could not sustain speeds of
around 90 kilometeres per hour for longer durations because the vibrations would make my
teeth chatter. Also, the vibrations affected the stability of the motorcycle as well as the braking
which anyway was nothing to write home about. I thought â€” it would make me happier, make
my life more exciting, make me reach destinations faster and I would be able to do more things
at the destination. Under the heady influence of money, Facebook and the movie Dhoom, I
decided to upgrade to an affordable sportsbike. This review is mainly about the Duke and my
take on it. The motorcycle has been reviewed so extensively that I do not need to take
photographs from each and every angle but what I have rather done is taken pictures of the
motorcycle in a habitat not very natural for it; on Inter-state highways fully loaded with luggage.
I have had so many people tell me that this motorcycle is not a tourer - it is a corner carver, a
weekend motorcycle, a motorcycle for the tracks, a motorcycle for high speed short hauls. Well,
I have used it only for long distance touring and this review is also centered around it being
used as a long distance tourer and how it has performed so far at 15k kilometeres and on its
second set of tyres. Another reason was that while I was a big fan of its looks, I thought it was
severely under-tyred at the rear. I looked at the Karizma but in , it was on its way out. I briefly
considered the Pulsar but it was not much of an upgrade from the Pulsar I owned in I then
started eyeing the Bajaj Dominar. Somehow the Dominar that I received for a test drive was not
in good shape. The acceleration was brisk but it made a lot of sounds from the fairing and
God-Knows-where else. The braking on the test bike also left a bit to be desired. I thought to
myself that I would test drive it at another dealership and make up my mind. In the middle of all
this, a KTM dealer opened up in my hometown Gandhinagar. I told the Sales guy that I was
interested in the but I will not be able to buy the motorcycle without doing an extensive test ride.
The Sales Guy made a few calls and asked me to come down on a Saturday whereby he would
give me a test ride of a which he had sold a few months back. Apparently, he was good friends
with the owner of the motorcycle and the owner did not mind lending it to me for a test ride. I
rode the motorcycle for a good 15 kilometers and came back heavily impressed. The motorcycle
was like a rocket and was an absolutely sharp handler. Also, it fit me perfectly. I could not flat
foot that comfortably on the Dominar for some reason. I loved the bone-jarring ride of the KTM
and having a Mahindra Bolero with leaf springs all round as a daily drive, a stiff suspension
never bothered me. The stiffer the suspension, the more I enjoyed the feeling of being glued to
the road. I loved feeling on my spine - every single undulation, particle, speck of tarmac, dust,
pebble and the ever changing road conditions. At this point of time, I fell ill and delayed my
purchase for a month. I tie my bags on the rear seat with some bungee cords, put my favourite
playlist on Spotify thanks GTO for introducing me to Spotify â€” you had mentioned somewhere
that it is the best music streaming app you have used and connect my phone to the TFT as well
as the Audio Headset via Bluetooth. The motorcycle makes mincemeat of short rides. It is only
on longer rides that your butt starts to ache. The seat is so hard, firm and thinly padded that it
feels like you are sitting on a plank of wood. It would have been great if KTM had padded the
seat a little bit more but then I also understand that the D was not intended to be a tourer- it is I
who am using it to tour At Lonavala - on the way to Pune At Mount Abu On the way to the Bullet
Baba Temple at Pali - On the Duke and not on a Bullet because I was stupid enough to sell off
my Electra The few things that I do not like about the bike are the fact that it has no low end
torque. Absolutely nothing below RPM. It is like flogging a dead horse. Most of the times I did
need the torque was when I was trying to start from standstill on the sides of the road; in dirt,
gravel or on a mild incline on unpaved roads. The problem was further compounded with the
road-only Metzlers. They had absolutely no grip if they did not have paved tarmac underneath
them. The group consisted of an Activa, a Splendor and a Caliber. All 3 did it without any
problems while I had trouble getting moving whenever we came to a full standstill. At one point
of time, I had zero traction on dirt roadsso I gave it a little bit of throttle. The rear spun, the bike
got sideways and I had to drop the motorcycle. It was at about this point of time that I realized
the importance of low-end torque which the Electra had in oodles. It might not be fast but it
never ever put me in a situation I could not get out of. The D was an excellent mile muncher but
it lacked the low end torque of a Bullet which on Indian Roads is a necessity and not a luxury

â€” particularly when you are not tall. I am also not particularly impressed with the headlights of
the bike. But they are all show and no go. They do a terrible job at lighting up a completely dark
road. The D in the night has to do the speeds of an Electra because there is just no visibility.
The last thing about the bike which I like or dislike depending on my mood is the constant need
to shift gears to extract maximum punch from the engine. However, on some nights after a long
day at work when I wanted to go on a night ride to get some thinking done, I had to constantly
work through the gearbox to ensure I have the power I need. The Duke needs to be in the right
gear at the right time or else it will start knocking. Due to all of these reasons, I started missing
my Electra and thought I made a mistake by selling it off. I should have kept both; the Electra
and the Duke because neither one can replace the other and both are different motorcycles
which are best for different moods, different purposes and possibly different days So I started
thinking of getting a Bullet once again. I visited the local RE showroom and was almost going to
put down my money on a Bullet Fi when I saw someone taking delivery of a Black Himalayan.
Motorcycle for Motorcycle, I liked the Bullet over the Himalayan. It was a tug-of-war in my heart
but the Himalayan won by a slight margin more of because of the novelty factor. A few pictures
of the Himalayan below but I will write a detailed review about it some other day. This one is
about the Duke and how it pushed me back to owning a RE Currently; I am enjoying riding both
the horses in my stable. In January, I did a kilometre solo round trip from Ahmedabad to
Hyderabad on the D and then came back and did a trip to Diu and Pushkar on the Himalayan.
Over the weekend â€” I first ask myself what I am in the mood for and then I pick up the keys to
the motorcycle that tugs at my heart. I seem to be at peace â€” for now. Last edited by rahul :
28th March at Reason: Removing Typo's. I would have watched numerous review videos on
youtube but none of them could bring the important points required for touring and how Duke
lacked in some of the points. Eagerly waiting for your Himalayan review. Thanks a lot for
pouring your heart out and writing this review. Originally Posted by rahul The few things that I
do not like about the bike are the fact that it has no low end torque. Congrats, you have best of
both worlds now in your garage. Highways in your itinerary - pick up Duke. Keep clocking miles
and do share your experiences. The following 2 BHPians Thank ast. D was the first bike that
scared the hell out of me when I irresponsibly took it for a test ride without a helmet! Yes, just
after meters I came back and put the helmet on and then took it for a TD. It introduced me to
performance motoring. However, it had earned a huge respect back in the days when it was
launched and I was commuting on my humble FI. I have now settled down for a N alongside You
made a good call by keeping them both. Happy and safe riding. Regards RV. View My Garage.
Only one motorcycle kept popping up in my head like a big question mark when reading your
review - the much-hyped Adventure. It was ideally supposed to bridge the gap between these
two motorcycles! I would have watched numerous review videos on Youtube but none of them
could bring the important points required for touring and how Duke lacked in some of the
points. Originally Posted by ashwinprakas. This is a predominant concern with short stroke
motors, due to peaky power output it makes minimal to nil torque off idle, what makes things
worse is the duration between power strokes which being shorter doesn't give the rear wheel
enough time to grip the surface before the next surge. And, Kudos friend for sharing your
adventures, it is really wonderful to go through experiences of enthusiasts who like clocking
some serious miles, the perspective and the experience that formed it completely different from
the rest and it also presents a good learning opportunity for potential enthusiasts
contemplating hitting the roads for longer hauls. Ride Safe, A. Originally Posted by ast.
Originally Posted by gururajrv. Originally Posted by Red Liner. Doesn't bridge the gap, but it
certainly sits in between these two bikes. I think someone who likes the low end, heavy nature
of the himalayan as well as how it looks will probably not look at the Adventure. They might
however look at the G GS however, that bike is ergonomically and character wise closer to the
himalayan than the adventure is. And congrats to the OP! Last edited by rahul : 30th March at
The Adventure is loaded to the gills with tech and should be an absolute hoot to ride off-road
but I just wasnt sure that it would be correct for me. I love your honesty, and style of writing,
rahul Will search and look out for more of your touring write-ups. Cheers, FourWheelDrift. Nice
write-up and pics, thanks for sharing! Basically it is a matter of scalpel vs machete. The Dukes
are very street and track focused, very fun on technical twisties. But not made for long-distance,
and not suited for touring at all. Everything from the engine characteristics to riding posture to
lack of wind protection to gearing to suspension, is all tuned towards having a corner-carver. In
the right application, the Dukes are a lot of fun. They are great for city-street hooliganism too,
and popping wheelies done in a controlled environment by stunt experts of course and
generally putting a grin on your face. I wouldn't imagine riding hundreds of miles on one,
though people do it. Personally, nothing comes close to the riding posture of a Royal Enfield
Bullet and its variants. Only Adv bikes are equally good or better, and I would only use these for

touring. Ideally, I would have both - one of each. The following BHPian Thanks rajushank84 for
this useful post: rahul Deja Vu I own a Himalayan and now planning for Duke Originally Posted
by Amey Kulkarni. Congratulations on the Himalayan. I sense you have a pull towards touring
and maybe a little towards semi-off road stuff. Did you consider looking at the Adventure which
actually is loaded to the gills and a capable machine to satisfy both your needs of D and H,
saved the hassle of maintaining two bikes along-with saving some bucks? Cheers, Amey.
Originally Posted by FourWheelDrift. Originally Posted by rajushank Originally Posted by YDS.
Weird, you might think. The only way out of this is to build some revs and burn some clutch i.
This not only fatigues the motorcycle but also the rider. Going for the Himalayan in your case
was a smart move considering the terrain you enjoy riding cause no matter how much you
stress yourself out the Duke would not be able to tackle the way the Himalayan would when
things start to get challenging. RE retaining its signature 90mm stroke on the Himalayan is what
makes it sell is what I strongly feel, have to hand it to them for that. Last edited by VijayAnand1 :
31st March at The bikes you are speaking about are probably in a different league in their own
worlds, but did you ever try or consider the Fz25? Felt like it can do a slight bit of both although
maybe to a much lower magnitude. Proudly powered by E2E Networks. User Name. Remember
Me? New Topics. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. The following 64 BHPians
Thank rahul for this useful post:. Arjun Bharadwaj , GandalfTheGrey , marcussantiago ,
puneetakhouri , rahul The following 10 BHPians Thank ashwinprakas for this useful post:. The
following 3 BHPians Thank gururajrv for this useful post:. Re: My ownership review of the KTM
Duke , and how it pushed me back towards owning a Royal Enfiel Only one motorcycle kept
popping up in my head like a big question mark when reading your review - the much-hyped
Adventure. Originally Posted by ashwinprakas This is a predominant concern with short stroke
motors, due to peaky power output it makes minimal to nil torque off idle, what makes things
worse is the duration between power strokes which being shorter doesn't give the rear wheel
enough time to grip the surface before the next surge. Originally Posted by Red Liner Doesn't
bridge the gap, but it certainly sits in between these two bikes. The following 5 BHPians Thank
rahul for this useful post:. Posts: Thanked: Times. Re: My ownership review of the KTM Duke ,
and how it pushed me back towards owning a Royal Enfiel Quote: Originally Posted by rahul
The Adventure is loaded to the gills with tech and should be an absolute hoot to ride off-road
but I just wasnt sure that it would be correct for me. Re: My ownership review of the KTM Duke ,
and how it pushed me back towards owning a Royal Enfiel I love your honesty, and style of
writing, rahul The following BHPian Thanks rajushank84 for this useful post:. Originally Posted
by rajushank84 Nice write-up and pics, thanks for sharing! Originally Posted by ashwinprakas
The only way out of this is to build some revs and burn some clutch i. Originally Posted by
ashwinprakas Going for the Himalayan in your case was a smart move considering the terrain
you enjoy riding cause no matter how much you stress yourself out the Duke would not be able
to tackle the way the Himalayan would when things start to get challenging. Re: My ownership
review of the KTM Duke , and how it pushed me back towards owning a Royal Enfiel The bikes
you are speaking about are probably in a different league in their own worlds, but did you ever
try or consider the Fz25? It is a known fact that KTM makes bikes that offer the most amount of
fun for relatively little money. Obviously, if you seek better power and performance, the series
will likely fulfil this desire. So, which of the two is best suited for you? Well, with a little help
from our colleague in sister site MotoMalaya. Duke In more ways than one, the Duke is a staple
product from the Austrian brand. Being a standard naked, the Duke dictates a more upright
riding position, and this is supported by the high and wide handlebar position. That, plus the
more relaxed position of the footpegs, makes riding the Duke a fairly easy and comfortable
affair, whilst the low mm seat height welcomes just about anyone to astride it. The downsides to
this naked are relatively few and predictable. These include the lack of wind protection, plus the
excess engine vibration felt in the handlebars, footpegs, and seat. Besides that, this is one
Learner-friendly bike after all, boasting a taut and compliant suspension setup for a decently
comfortable ride. And, unlike the supersport-bodied RC twin, the Duke is less of chore to ride
should you adopt it as a daily commuter. If the inaugural KTM Duke Battle Malaysia held
throughout last year has taught us anything, the Duke is no slouch when in the right hands of a
race rider. RC The RC-series is relatively new to our market, having been launched sometime
late last year. In this case, our RC shares a similar powertrain package as the Duke naked.
However, unlike the Duke , the sport-bodied RC boasts a stylish fairing design, coupled with a
pair of twin projector headlamps up front, plus LED daytime running lights and tail lamp. If you
thought the Duke was already quick to begin with, then the RC takes things a few notches
higher thanks to its faired body design being more slippery when cutting the air. The sport-style
riding position does mean that one needs to beef up with upper body strength and support
should you wish to commute daily with it. In a sense, the RC feels pretty much like a track-ready

bike. The only other issue to deal with here besides the less comfortable sport-style riding
position is again that embarrassing soundtrack of the under-swept exhaust silencer. Verdict
Both bikes meet their respective purposes brilliantly, making choosing between the two even
harder really. But, if you preferred an easier ride for daily urban commutes without loosing out
on power, then the Duke naked is the one to have. Check out our extensive gallery below, or
visit the official BikesRepublic. Sign in. Log into your account. Password recovery. Recover
your password. Forgot your password? Get help. Triumph Reveals Bonneville Range Updates.
All Feature Reviews Tips. News Bulletin Features Reviews. Share on Facebook. Please enter
your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Bike
Accessories for Sale. Get genuine BMW Motorrad parts on our online store! Have Dull Plastic
Parts? Trending On BR. Most Popular Posts. All rights reserved. If you have a variation of a
standard model you may require an alternative kit. Fitted with a removable end cap which hides
the bobbins fittings, this sleek new design looks superb and is a winner on It's stainless steel
and matte black powder coated construction and design ensure long-lasting durability and
performance. OEM licence plate holders - replacing them with a much sleeker looking unit.
Manufactured using the latest 3D scanning technologies for a superb fit and easy installation.
This product is fully compatible with either the OEM indicators or our ow Universal Licence
plate adapters to suit different number plates hole widths, once installed enable a certain
amount of flexibility when fitting the a number plate, replacing the need to redrill your number
plate. Available in a one size fits all. Supplied in pairs. Made from pressed aluminium and
feature a neat, seamless frame where applicable. They improve the looks of your bike and help
to protect your expensive and vulnerable radiator from flying debris. No permanent
modifications need to be made to the bike. Available in Black , Titanium or Orange powder
coated finishes. Made from the same high quality mesh found on in our Titanium radiator and
oil cooler guards, it improves the looks of your bike and help to protect your expensive and
vulnerable radiator and other components from flying road debris. Supplied with Dropping your
cherished bike can be an expensive exercise. Crafted from 4mm polypropylene for strength,
durability and good looks, they complement our crash protectors perfectly. The covers simply
bolt on over the original engine casing so no The covers simply bolt on over the original engin
In addition to t Made in the U. Extensively used around the world by thousands of road riders,
track day enthus Extensively used around the world by thousands of road riders Extensively
used around the wo In addition to the existi Awarded RiDE magazine Best buy award status.
Eliminate that annoying spinning grip by getting a tube of grip glue. Holds grips firmly in place.
Helps to reduce arm pump caused by trying to hold spinning grips in place. Improve your
vision, confidence and safety all year round while you ride! This ground-breaking product
enables you to WASH your visor while on the bike. Fill the tank with Visorcat wash supplied.
Wash by moving Visorcat across your visor one way. Wipe the residue away by moving Visorcat
across your visor in the other direction. Keep the sponge clean by rinsing i This bespoke screen
protector kit has been designed to protect the delicate dashboard screen on your bike from
unwanted scratches and marks. The unique properties of our protection film enable it to
disperse the impact energy of gravel and small stones, bouncing them off and leaving your
bodywork untouched beneath. These cotton reels are suitable for a range of Kawasaki and
Yamaha models. Click 'more info' to view more specific details. Helping to eliminate damage to
the front forks, calipers and discs from the result of a crash or drop. Available in Black or
Orange. In some cases, after fitting these indicators, you may find that they flash too fast or too
slow. Supplied as a pair. Please check the existing Indicator Relay for the number of pins on
your connector before ordering - if you are still unsure please ask your local dealer. For added
cleaning power, consider using a brush to agitate contaminants before rinsing. Safe to use on
metal, plastic and rubber, our specialised formula will cut through even the toughest grime,
leaving a clean, 'like-new' finish. Our formula is specially designed to remove brake dust, oil and
any other contaminants that may affect braking performance. Our formula guarantees a deep,
grime resistant shine. Our fast-drying formula will leave your helmet fresh and bacteria-free for
those long rides. Why not try it on your gloves or clothing? Our specially-created formula
biodegradable formula makes cleaning your machine a pleasure and leaves it looking its best!
Our special formula effortlessly cleans all surfaces - with no water necessary! It leaves a
streak-free, non-sticky, high shine from just one application. Our formula creates a super-thin,
transparent nanolayer to prevent your visor, goggles and eyewear from fogging up. Our formula
penetrates deep into the chain links, offering extreme lubrication with no fling. Suitable for both
road and off-road use. Our wax-based formula ensures maximum lubrication while not
attracting dirt and grit for a clean ride. Our super sticky formula penetrates deep into the chain
links offering extreme lubrication no matter how wet the ride. These covers are breathable, soft
and elasticated. They can also be spun dry. Ideal for keeping your pride and joy spotlessly clean

over the winter or when put back into indoor after cleaning! Made from a high quality breathable
material that allows the air to constantly travel through. The wireless system does not need any
programming and features a compact LCD screen which fits into a magnetic mount placed on a
prominent part of the bike. The fully sealed and buttonless device can be easily removed for
security when parking unattended and is small enough to fit in a pocket. Allowing the rider to
use 2,3 or 4 pieces per wheel side. Keep your clutch reservoir protected with our handy Clutch
Reservoir Protector Booty! Now available in Black with White logo or Orange with Black logo!
Made from a tough, hard-wearing outer and fleece lining, this universal helmet bag protects
against dust and light knocks. Our revolutionary tie-down system enables you to strap your
bike onto your trailer and compress the forks, without scraping top yoke or fairing panels. The
top strap features soft padding which passes over the top yoke, as well as handlebar guides,
enabling you to route the ratchet straps away from the bike. It makes tightening and loosening
the strap a cinch, which is great for those times when you just need to get the job done!
Available in Black. Ideal for carrying a spare clear visor for when it gets dark or vice versa.
Equipped with a high-quality fastex buckle and belt expandable up to 48 inches and features a
fleece-lined interior to keep your visor in best condition - coupled with a large Velcro closing
tab, making the visor easy to get out when needed and ensuring it stays safe and secure when
not. New for comes our universal mesh flat sheets sized 16" x 12" available in black, titanium or
green finishes to fit almost any radiator size or fill any fairing opening on your bike. Made from
the same high quality mesh found on in our Radiator Guard range, it improves the looks of your
bike and help to protect your expensive and vulnerable radiator and other components from
flying road debris. Supplied w It features a composite construction of aluminium foil, silicone
adhesive, glass cloth and flame resistant polyurethane, optimising barrier performance up to
degrees C, with minimal weight and material thickness. Presented in a self-adhesive format
making it simple to install. It has a higher than average 20mu aluminium foil face making it
extremely durable and resilient e Its slimline, modular structure affords comfort and style to any
bike, thanks to its flexible 3-piece layout. Our stylish Roll-Top Rucksack is fully waterproof,
extremely durable and very comfortable. Features of the Rucksack: Waterproof Padded
shoulder straps and back Roll-down-top design Stylish look Reflective strip across the front 2
external pockets Secure quick release buckles High-quality material. Stick them on your bike,
your car, your garage door, your bedroom wall, your tool box Stick them anywhere you like!
Developed in partnership with some of the best British Superbike riders, our Factory GP Knee
Sliders feature a new, harder-wearing compound for increased durability and a wide rear profile,
to offer a maximum range o Our Wider Profile Aero Knee Sliders are extensively used all over
the world, seen on the best riders, best roads and best tracks. They are used by many riders in
the British Superbike Championship amongst others and race schools worldwide. Developed
with the feedback of racers and road riders alike. Attaching to your su They are extensively
used by many riders in the British Superbike Championship amongst others and race schools
worldwide. They are made from The long cuff has a padded bottom and a carbon shield on top
to protect the ulna small raised bone at the top of the wrist. The gloves are secured with a single
The HEL Performance brake line fittings offer safety, security and a slimline attractive finish. All
hoses are supplied to the FMVSS standard and the kits contain all items required for a complete
installation including stainless steel banjo bolts and copper washers. With a large 30mm x
85mm E Marked reflector this kit allows the easy installation of a reflector onto our tail tidies
simply screwing into tail. With a large 30mm x 85mm ' E ' Marked reflector this kit allows the
easy installation of a reflector onto our tail tidies simply either adhering the plate onto the back
of the number plate or using a number plate screw not included. Self adhesive Red Reflector;
ideal for numberplates. Supplied in singles only. Sold per pair. Its experience in high-level
motorsport, BSB British SuperBikes , amongst many others allows it to develop high-quality,
durable and performance-enhancing products. Utilising aerospace-grade materials such as
stainless steel, carbon fibre and titanium in their construction, S This 6-piece Helmet Defender
kit adds a layer of protection to certain areas of the helmet, protecting those from helmet bumps
when riding with a pillion. As well as scuffs from gloves and general riding wear and tear Helping keep the helmet in as good condition as possible. This 6-piece Red Dynamic Helmet
Defender kit is universal. The pads can easily be contoured to fit all motorcycle helmets. It
features the same ear-splitting decibels of sound, but in a much more fitment friendly package.
Thanks to its compact design and blacked-out housing, the Split SoundBomb will practically
disappear once installed. Mounting bracket and wiring harness sold separately. Producing an
earsplitting decibels of sound, the SoundBomb is four times louder than a standard motorcycle
horn! Thanks to its compact design and blacked-out housing, the SoundBomb will practically
disappear once installed. Please note: This horn is obviously considerably louder 4x! Producing
an massive decibels of sound, the SoundBomb is over twice as loud as a standard motorcycle

horn! Designed to be a direct P Specifically designed for powersports applications, we focused
on generating the most amount of light with the least amount of power draw from your vehicle.
What's In The Box? Denali 2. Equipped with DataDim Technology and a modular HotSwap
wiring harness, the lights can be upgraded in seconds to switch between half and full intensity
with your vehicle's original high beam switch. We are introducing ten new features engineered
from the ground up to create the brightest, most efficient, and most durable LED light kits. Our
2. The all At more than lumens and economically priced, the S4 provides more light per dollar
than just about anything else on the market. The new S-Series lights were specifically
engineered to reduce cost without sacrificing performance, quality or durability. In fact, the S4
features the same high intensity LEDs as the D-Series lights, but utilize a single-piece optic and
sealed beam construction to reduce the numb The new S-Series was specifically engineered to
reduce cost without sacrificing performance, quality or durability. In fact, the S4 features the
same high-intensity LEDs as the D-Series lights, but utilizes a single-piece optic and sealed
beam construction to reduce the number of c A pair of D7s feature 14 high-intensity, watt LEDs
that are focused through a proprietary single-piece optic specifically engineered to create a full
bodied spot beam that can reach over ft at an intensity of 1. A pair of D7s will outshine 14 D2
lights and produces more than twice the light output of the D4. Not only are the new D7s
incredibly bright, but they're strong, too. The T3 is a unique and innovative approach to the
common turn signal blending white visibility lighting, red brake lighting, and amber turn signal
lighting into one modular system. Unlike other switchback turn signals The T3 is a unique and
innovative approach to the common turn signal, blending white visibility lighting, red brake
lighting and amber turn signal lighting into one modular system. These signals are specifically
designed for custom and sports applications where riders want a super low profile look but
don't want to sacrifice functionality. Each pod features two high-power 3 watt LEDs packed into
a durable cast aluminium housing coated in a satin black powder coat finish. Don't let their
small si The kit includes both the male and female connector, crimp-on terminals, as well as
waterproofing wire seals. Using an affordable crimping tool, these connectors can be crimped
onto wires in seconds to modify, customize, or replace electrical connections. The amber colour
of the lens increases visibility in fog and rain by blocking blue frequencies from the light, which
reflects off water vapour and decrease vision. The kit includes two spot lenses and two flood
lenses. The kit includes two spot lenses and two True-Hybrid lenses. The kit includes both
handlebar switch mounting bands, as well as an adhesive pad for surface mounting. In addition
to moulded silicone gasket seals, we use a unique DrySeal construction technique that encases
the wires in a potted cavity as they enter the housing. An all-purpose cleaner ml bottle designed
to quickly cut through traffic film and road grime on your bike. Formulated to leave a great
finish and is safe to use on paintwork, plastic, rubber, aluminium, chrome, carbon fibre and disc
pads â€” basically all over the bike! Simply spray on and rinse off. Cleans in minutes! A
colourless fully synthetic lubricant with strong adhesive properties designed for high speed,
high stress applications such as motorcycle chains. Initial low viscosity allows for penetration
into links before the product rapidly thickens to help prevent throw-off. Regular use helps
maintain the performance and life of your chain. Designed to leave your bike with a deep glossy
shine. The formula contains Carnauba Wax, one of the hardest naturally occurring waxes, which
provides a wet look finish and long lasting shine. A white calcium grease based lubricant with
strong adhesive properties designed for high speed, high stress applications such as
motorcycle chains. It applies wet enabling penetration into links before thickening. Providing
lasting lubrication and protection for your chain O, X, Z ring compatible. Its exceptional long
lasting action makes it particularly suitable for dry conditions. Regular use helps maintain the
performanc Easy to use, WD40 Chain Cleaner and quickly removes dirt, grime, dust and oil from
chains. Compatible with O, X and Z ring chains the formula blasts off contaminants and dries in
minutes. A water dispersible degreaser designed to solubilise newly deposited, oxidized or
aged greases and oils. Suitable for subsequent removal by rinsing with cold water. Regular
cleaning helps to reduce wear on the chain to maintain performance for longer. Designed to
give an all over great shine to your bike. The fast evaporating formula acts quickly and is easy
to apply with no need to buff. Its light and fruity fragranced polish for internal and external
automotive non-porous surfaces. Can also be used as a light duty lubricant for metal, plastic
and rubber parts. Designed to quickly remove brake dust, dirt, oil, and brake fluid from brake
and clutch systems. The fast working formula dries in minutes and leaves no residue. Regular
cleaning helps brake discs and pads last longer. Unlike its Smart Straw predecessor it keeps its
shape, so it is ideal for precision work in a wide variety of sectors. Flexible also has a taller,
thinner ml can which cleverly reduces overuse and waste, as well as allowing for a longer straw.
What WD Flexible does: Longer straw means you can reach the unreachab The Smart Straw
applicator is great for reaching those tight spaces in gears and mechanisms. The clever design

also incorporates Spray 2 Ways technology. Simply flip the Smart Straw down against the can,
and the wide spray nozzle is still at your disposal should you need greater coverage. If you use
WD Multi-Use Product in the workplace, an aerosol can is often not large enough for all your
needs. Two mounting points secure the full wrap around aluminium design. Bar end weights
included. Easy installation Wild Ass air seat cushions help fix that discomfort and are available
in a range of styles and finishes, from cruisers to supersport! Spreading the rider's weight
across the entire cushioned area helps eliminate painful pressure points from forming and
promotes blood circulation by utilising pressure adjustable interconnected air cells. Show
Products. Shop By Bike Setting the standard in crash protection and bolt-on motorcycle
accessories. Titanium Sprocket Nuts M8x1. Straps - Handlebar Top Straps STBL Our
revolutionary tie-down system enables you to strap your bike onto your trailer and compress
the forks, without scraping top
sequoia canvas
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yoke or fairing panels. B Producing an earsplitting decibels of sound, the SoundBomb is four
times louder than a standard motorcycle horn! B Producing an massive decibels of sound, the
SoundBomb is over twice as loud as a standard motorcycle horn! K The T3 is a unique and
innovative approach to the common turn signal, blending white visibility lighting, red brake
lighting and amber turn signal lighting into one modular system. WD40 Specialist Motorbike
Total Wash - ml WD An all-purpose cleaner ml bottle designed to quickly cut through traffic film
and road grime on your bike. WD40 Specialist Motorbike Chain Lube - ML WD A colourless fully
synthetic lubricant with strong adhesive properties designed for high speed, high stress
applications such as motorcycle chains. WD40 Specialist Motorbike Chain Wax - ML WD A white
calcium grease based lubricant with strong adhesive properties designed for high speed, high
stress applications such as motorcycle chains. Filter Results. Update Results.

